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MATERIALS ARCHIVE

TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY

DISSEMINATION

An ambitious project that aims to bring 
together - within a single large complex in 
the centre of the country - the best 
sustainable solutions for manufacturing, 
offering Italian brands of all sizes concrete 
tools to embrace a new vision of fashion, 
respectful of the environment and workers 
and committed to innovation.

A physical and virtual showroom, always updated with the sustainable market offer: 
textile samples, finishing (printing, needle punching, etc.), accessories (buttons, buckles, 
ribbons) and packaging with sustainability characteristics from the catalogues of most 
important Italian suppliers. All samples are described with technical details and certifications 
to allow manufacturers to choose the best one to use in their productions. 
The open shelf subdivision distinguishes the textiles by frame, fibre and weight and the 
accessories by characteristics and material. 
The cataloguing is enriched by a survey on product and corporate sustainability performance 
conducted by the consultancy company Blumine, scientific partner of the project.

A digital version of the catalogue is also available to guarantee a three-dimensional and 
detailed consultation even remotely, allowing interested parties to get more information about 
the producer companies too. 

The choice of materials with sustainability characteristics is just the first step towards the 
conversion to the green standard which requires time, investments and strategy on a 
long-term program. F.FRI purpose is to support companies through targeted consultancy by 
partners with proven experience to identify the specific needs of each reality and the most 
suitable solutions to develop them thanks also to the training of their staff.

F.FRI is also actively involved in trying to increase a global debate on the hottest issues of 
sustainability with the aim to raise public awareness and inspire new realities to the 
conversion towards sustainable fashion. It does it through its web and social platforms 
where it shares research materials, best practices and periodical thematic round tables.



WHAT IT OFFERS
To textile, accessory and packaging companies

• A dedicated show-room to exhibit sustainable 
samples and their technical information;

• A presence in the digital catalogue accessible 
from the F.FRI website that highlights the 
correct sustainability attributes of the product 
and the company; 

• The opportunity to share personal 
experiences in thematic round tables and on 
the pages of F.FRI's web magazine; 

• The opportunity to update their skills in order to act in 
a conscious way. 

To designers, manufacturers and brands

• A constantly updated showroom to consult 
the sustainable materials and compare their 
performance; 

• A detailed and intuitive remote consultation, 
through a digital catalogue provided with 
technical informations and certifications; 

• The possibility of taking advantage of a 
targeted consultancy to be guided through 
the multiple needs connected to the green 
transition; 

•

 

Specific training for their staff.

sono Partner di Punto Sostenibilità

FONDAZIONE FASHION RESEARCH ITALY 
The future of fashion takes shape 
A non-profit foundation established in 2015 in Bologna by 
Cav. Alberto Masotti with the desire to support fashion manufacturers 
through training and consultancy activities on strategic issues such as 
heritage, sustainability and digital innovation.


